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Operation Bakuwana

 A faux clandestine operation with framework and initial scouting in YE 39,
Bakuwana is a series of missions and deployments revolving around the Interstellar Kingdom Of
Kuvexia's efforts to subvert and target the planet of Anisa System.

The events of Operation Bakuwana are to be shown through the plot SINs Of Anisa: Idol Wars and the
operations of SOFT 555 "Chōchō".

Precedence

Following discoveries and field reports conducted by a team of SIN operatives working internally beneath
the field command of Chusa Shibui Mame in mid YE 39, a team was dispatched to the planet of Anisa to
initiate initial observation and confirmation reports. In their first week, SAINT operatives investigated,
identified, and secured various assets and civilian members of Yamatai that were under employ or threat
of Kuvexian action. Various incidents and files required the planning and consideration of action. All
documents and files suggested long-term interest in financially acquiring and uprooting Anisa with an
intent to utilize local population of the world as a weapon.

Solution Proposed / Planned Procedure

The additional use of covert and subterfuge-focused operatives; NH-33M assigned operatives will deploy
to Anisa as idol members of the popular and growing small chain - Doki Doki YSA! - as a publicly veiled
publicity act. Support operatives will draw initial attention while idol members will most likely be deemed
citizens beneath Kuvexian operative eyes; this will allow idol operatives to go unhindered, vanish, and
effectively coordinate field operations while support personnel provide inconspicuous decoys and
informational transmission relays to field command. Rinse and repeat; procedure will be used to find and
procure as many Kuvexian personnel as possible while simultaneously building good will with the Anisa
population.
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Approval

Authorized by Ueda Chikako in YE 40 after finalization and administrative distribution of Operation files
for proceeding decision; put into effect.

Resources for the Operation

Unfettered access to the Doki Doki YSA! corporation as a field asset; this would provide believable
cover opportunities and conceal operative purpose.
Provisional equipment as needed; to be ordered or procured through laundering methods such as
secret deliveries or smuggled equipment.
3x Itsavan with the following modifications;

Cover-based recolors and paintjobs; iconography depicting the idol covers to promote staff
vehicles of the idol tour group
Smuggler panels and standard SAINT field command specifications with the following
modifications:

A compartment with the following Ke-O9 T.O.R.I. models; Avian, Arachnid, and Koi
Deployable Laser Receptive Fabric awnings; to receive transmission from any assigned
Encrypted Laser Transmitter in field use.
Xiulurium material swap-out and stealth system; this will allow the vehicle to disappear
if necessary.
Concealed trunk weapon's case; one Shoulder-Fired Launcher, Anti-Armor Missile, Type
30 assigned to each case.
Emergency self-destruct explosives paired with 8 blocks of secured Star Army
Explosives (T31PE) and armed with Type 31 Uninterruptable Detonators; to prevent
enemy capture of personnel or equipment.

Initial operation funds to provide for operational foundation, localized outfitting, and advertisement;
200,000 KS

Additional funding will be acquired from cover identity payments and field work.

Personnel Specifications

NH-33M (Miniature)-fitted field operatives; support personnel comprised of SIN and RISE members
of SAINT. Anisa-based locals preferred for selection and inclusion into support and field operative
status.

The goal of this decision is to make inconspicuous idol targets, promote good will between a
minority group within Yamatai through the selected cover allowing exposure to NH-33M fitted
Neko, and provide ideally inconspicuously-sized operatives that may elude traditional
sensory measures in-place by Kuvexian forces.
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Objectives

The defeat of Kuvexian forces attempting to hinder, disrupt, and subvert the world of Anisa.1.
This objective is only to be considered a success if all Kuvexian-aligned and deployed assets1.
are removed from the Field of Operation; specifically from the Anisa system.

Capture and acquisition of Kuvexian intelligence operatives for interrogation and eventual disposal;2.
status of detained Kuvexians to be determined on field evaluation and EID decision.

Consultation with military police to be frowned upon at risk of operational disruption; legal1.
fallacy can be held accountable and buried post-operational status.

Discovery, Tracking, and Preparatory Targeting of any future and other ongoing Kuvexian3.
subterfuge within the Empire.

OOC Notes

Legix created this article on 2018/07/29 14:44.
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